Questions received from prospective bidders for the Invitation for Proposals (IFP) Updating the National Reproductive Health Clinical Protocols (IFP Number UNFPA/IFP/17/001)

1. Whether organisations registered in Company Registrar's Office (legal status company) are eligible to submit the proposal or not?

   Answer: No. Only Non-Governmental Organizations registered with the Social Welfare Council are eligible for applying.

2. Would UNFPA please provide budget guidance for this submission? Is there an estimated amount of funding for this activity?

   Answer: The estimated budget for this needs to be submitted by the bidder based on the best estimated amount that would be required to carry out the tasks mentioned in the TOR.

3. Would UNFPA confirm that piloting/testing of revised protocols are not included in this scope of work?

   Answer: Piloting/testing is not required as the main tasks consists of updating existing RH protocols which are outdated.